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The matter created in heavy-ion collisions Ag+Ag at  = 2.55 GeV at the HADES experiment can be characterized by similar 

thermodynamic quantities as NS mergers, thus becoming an essential reference for the study of these compact stellar objects. One of the 
methods applied in these studies are femtoscopic correlations. They are an unique tool for the determination of the interactions between 

hadrons and searching for possible exited or unbound states of nuclear matter. We performed precise experimental studies of the correlations 
between protons and different clusters and compared it with the existing theoretical descriptions. 
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Proton-Deuteron 
 Additional neutron in the system makes  SI repulsive 

 Significant increase of radius parameter p+p  p+d 
 Good theory description [2] for two-body interactions 
 Possible improvement by adding  

      p-wave into theoretical calculations 
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4He*   p + t 
Excited states of 4He*: 

E = 20.21 MeV, Jπ = 0+, Γ = 0.5 MeV, Γp/Γ = 1, k*1 = 20 MeV/c 
E = 21.01 MeV, Jπ = 0+, Γ = 0.84 MeV, Γp/Γ = 0.76, k*2 =53.3 MeV/c 
E = 21.84 MeV, Jπ = 2, Γ =2.01 MeV, Γp/Γ = 0.63, k*3 =  56.6 MeV/c

→

4Li p + 3He 
Unbound ground state 4Li: 

Jπ = 2-, Γ = 6.0 MeV, Γp/Γ = 1, k*1  72 MeV/c
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Proton-3Helium 
 Phase shifts from [3] include s-wave 

and d-wave 
 Deviations from data caused by 

relevance of p-wave in this 

Proton-Triton vs Proton-3Helium 
 Similar masses 
 Same baryon number
 Different electric charges! 

Positive correlations caused 
by decays of unstable light 

High Acceptance DiElectron Spectrometer

   Fixed target experiment at SIS18 
(GSI, Germany) 

   Low mass Mini-Drift-Chambers 
used for tracking 

   Time of flight walls RPC and TOF  
  Almost full azimuthal angle and 

polar angles between 18° and 85° 
covered

   How do additional nucleons in correlated system 

         influence the Strong Interactions?  

  Search for unbound states of matter 

  Reference for studies of EoS at high baryon densities 

MOTIVATION

Proton-Proton 
 Dominated by attractive SI and repulsive Coulomb 
 Described by soft core Reid potential [1]
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FEMTOSCOPY

Source function

Koonin-Pratt formula:

Two-particle wave function 

HADES HIC: 
T: 60-80 MeV 

 < 2-3ρ ρ0

Neutron stars 
T < 10 MeV 

 < 10 ρ ρ0

Neutron stars mergers 
T < 50 MeV 

 < 2-6 ρ ρ0
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 - Density in the cores of heavy nucleiρ0

Solution for Schrödinger equation for 
given potential 

In experiment:

Signal: the same event 

In Pair Rest Frame: 
 k * = |p1 | = |p2 |
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Background : in the different events.

Origin of CF


